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TEASER ACT

FADE TO

RECAP OF THE EVENTS OF THE PREVIOUS EPISODE

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Including the

Water Quail SHAKES. Nichael gets out of the bed.

NARRATOR (V.O)

The last time we left our Questful

Quails, our heroes have enter into

a difficult detour.

The Water Quails moves closer to the strange foggy island.

NARRATOR (V.O)

The Water Quail is being pulled

towards a mysterious island.

Skinny swims up to the front of the ship and uses his SUPER

STRENGTH to push the ship away from the force of the island.

NARRATOR (V.O)

While Skinny Guy tries to push the

Water Quail away from the island,

the force was too strong.

The Questful Quails and the Golden Griffins are washed up

onto the shore of the island.

NARRATOR (V.O)

The Questful Quails are washed up

on the shore of the island, but

they aren’t the only ones, Dodger

and his friends from the Golden

Griffins.

The Questful Quails and the Golden Griffins arrive in the

small village on the island.

NARRATOR (V.O)

It turns out that this is the same

island that May grew up on.

May kicks down the metal door to the Master’s Lair. They all

walk into the lair.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Our heroes arrive to the Master of

the Island’s lair, known as

Monarcon.

(CONTINUED)
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Michael, Marinette, Yukon, Dodger, Lolo, Charlie, Lotta,

Andrea and Zeke all look in shock, while MayMay is

interrogating Monarcon. Monarcon smiles evilly while MayMay

is standing on top of him.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Now that MayMay is facing Monarcon

once again, will Monarcon release

the other people off of the island?

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. STRANGE ISLAND MONARCON’S LAIR.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Monarcon’s

Lair, Monarcon is smiling at MayMay while she points her

sword at his face.

MAY RIDER

(angry)

You took the only friend that I had

on this island.

Michael and the others look worried. Michael walks up

towards May who is still on top of Monarcon.

MICHAEL SPINE

MayMay don’t do this. This isn’t

right.

ANDREA NOOKS

Totally you made lots of friends,

like me and Lotta.

LOTTA BUTTERSTICK

Totally

MAY RIDER

(mad)

Not now, this man has to pay. He

took away my teacher’s life away.

MARRIET OHM

(ask)

Who is your teacher?

(CONTINUED)
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YUKON STARLIGHT

I have a hunch that it involves

Monarcon.

Monarcon pushes May off of him and stands up from the floor.

Michael, Marinette, Yukon, Dodger, Charlie, Zekeand Lotta go

into their fighting stances, getting ready to fight against

Monarcon.

MAY RIDER

You will rue the day, you betrayed

your own brother.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. BEACHES OF STRANGE ISLAND (12 YEARS AGO)

DRAMATIC MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 12 years

ago 5 year old May washes up on the beaches of the strange

island.

5 year old May OPENS her eyes slowly wondering where she is.

She stands up from the sand and looks around. MayMay looks

nervous and scared.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Hello?....HELLO?!!

No one response back to 5 year old May’s call. She then

walks off of the beach and into the trees.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Is anyone here?

CUT TO

EXT. SMALL VILLAGE ON STRANGE ISLAND (5 YEARS AGO )

5 year old May walks out from the trees, and enters into a

small village on the Strange Island.

The small village is filled with a lot of castaways. The

Villagers all turn their attention to 5 year old MayMay. 5

Year old MayMay looks scared and shy.

5 Year Old May runs behind a barrel to hide from the other

villagers. 2 of the villagers walk up to her, who she is

hiding behind the barrel.

(CONTINUED)
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WOMAN VILLAGER (O.S)

Don’t be scary sweetie.

MAN VILLAGER (O.S)

Yes, we are all villagers who ended

up on this island by magic.

WOMAN VILLAGER (O.S)

Would you like some water or

something to eat?

5 YEAR OLD MAYMAY

(nervously answers)

Yes...Yes...please.

5 year old May comes out from behind the barrier and follows

the Man and the Woman to get something to eat.

They walk up to the center of the village where the HEAD

COOK is FRYING some meat and vegetables on the grill. 5 Year

Old MayMay SNIFFS the food being cooked.

Suddenly the ground SHAKES. 5 year old MayMay is looks

worried. All of the other villagers looked worried also.

Suddenly there is a LOUD CRASH and a 10 FEET TALL MONSTER

comes out from the trees and ROARS into the air. HORROR

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

MAN VILLAGER

Holy Smokes it’s a Monster!!!

WOMAN VILLAGER

Everybody run for your lives.

All of the villagers run for their lives away from the

monster. 5 Year old slowly walks backwards as the monster

comes closer to her.

She trips backwards and falls onto the ground. 5 Year old

MayMay notice a large stick next to her. She picks up the

stick and stands up.

5 Year Old May leaps into the air and swings her stick at

the Giant monster hitting him in the eye. The Giant Monster

ROARS in rage and throws a punch down towards 5 Year Old

May.

5 Year Old May blocks the monster’s punch with her stick.

She SKIDS backwards due to the monster’s strength. She leaps

onto the monster’s arm and runs up on the arm and throws a

punch at the monster’s eye.

The Monster ROARS in pain and throws 5 Year Old MayMay off

of his shoulder.

(CONTINUED)
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5 year old May falls towards the ground. HEROIC ENCHANTED

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly MARSH in his

50’s smart, wise, brave, heroic, charming, has white hair

and has a white mustache, catches MayMay in his arms.

Marsh lands down onto the ground. 5 Year Old May OPENS her

eyes and sees that she is not dead. She looks up at Marsh

with a confuse look on her face.

MARSH

(to 5 year old May)

Well, well. Aren’t you a little

brave one.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Who are you?

MARSH

My name is Marsh, and I am the

leader of the village.

Marsh puts 5 year old May onto the ground. He turns his

attention to the giant monster with a smile on his face.

MARSH

(smiles)

Thank you for visiting our little

village, but now...

Marsh pulls out his magic sword. His sword TRANSFORMS into a

WHIP. Marsh WHIPS his whip at the giant monster, and wraps

it around the monster.

MARSH (CONT’D)

...It’s time for you to go.

Marsh pulls his whip upward and throws the Giant Monster out

of the village. All of the villagers CHEER and CLAP for

Marsh saving the village from the Giant monster. Marsh is

proud of himself for saving the village.

Marsh turns his attention to 5 year Old MayMay. 5 Year Old

MayMay looks nervous.

MARSH

Don’t be afraid little one. You

showed bravery in that fight.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Thank you.

(CONTINUED)
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MARSH

What’s your name young lady?

5 YEAR OLD MAY

May...May Rider.

MARSH

(smiles)

Well May, you show me courage and

bravery. And I am very proud of

that.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

(ask)

Do you know away off of the island?

MARSH

Sorry but there is no way off of

the island.

5 year old May looks upset and starts to CRY. Marsh kneels

down to 5 Year Old May to comfort her. Marsh puts his hand

onto her shoulder and 5 Year Old May looks up to him with a

smile.

MARSH

Don’t cry child, we will find away

off this island...In the meantime

how about I can teach you in the

art of weapons creation magic.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

What’s that?

MARSH

It’s a magic art form that has the

ability to create any type of

weapon. Would you be interested in

that?

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Yes please.

MARSH

(smiles)

Very well. We will start tomorrow,

in the forest clearing.

FADE TO
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EXT. JUNGLE CLEARING SMALL ISLAND MORNING SUNRISE

(FLASHBACK)

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next morning

Marsh is in the middle of the Jungle Clearing waiting for

May to come for their lesson.

Marsh has an odd, wondering look on his face, wondering

where is May.

5 Year Old May walks into the jungle clearing with a tired

look on her face. Marsh is pleased with 5 year old May who

comes into the jungle for her lesson.

MARSH

(smiles)

Tired little one?

5 YEAR OLD MAY

(yawns)

Why do we have to get up so early?

MARSH

(laughs)

Oh just to make sure you know

everything for today’s lesson.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Could our lesson start after

breakfast?

MARSH

Not now. Right now it’s lesson

time.

Marsh picks up a rock from the ground and shows it to 5 Year

Old MayMay.

MARSH

Now to make your weapons you need

to know what martial you are using.

Take this rock for example. This

rock is hard and it contains metal.

So I magically create something

useful...like a knife.

Marsh MAGICALLY CREATES a knife in his hand. 5 Year old

MayMay is amazed and gazed at the knife.

MARSH

Now, I want you to do the same.

Pick up a rock from the ground and

feel it.

(CONTINUED)
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5 Year Old May looks down on the ground to look for a rock.

She sees a rock on the ground and bends down and picks it

up.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Now what?

MARSH

Now transfer the martial from the

stone into your body. Imagine it

flowing through you.

5 Year Old May closes her eyes to imagine the flow of the

rock into her body. She can feel the ENERGY from the rock

flow into her body.

MARSH

And when you think you had enough

let go of the rock.

5 Year old May puts the rock onto the ground.

MARSH(O.S)

Now visualize the weapon you want

to create.

5 Year Old May waves her hands in the air and a small knife

MAGICALLY APPEARS in her hand. 5 Year Old MayMay smiles of

what she did.

MARSH

That’s good.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

(ask Marsh)

Do weapons you made are always this

small?

MARSH

No. The size of the weapon depends

on how much energy you absorb and

how much you use. Lets try again.

5 year old May opens her hands and MAGICALLY CREATES a down

in her hands. She smiles with success and shows the sword to

Marsh.

MARSH

Good for you. Now it’s time for

recharge your magic.

(CONTINUED)
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5 YEAR OLD MAY

Recharge my magic?

MARSH

Yes. Magic users have to recharge

their magic powers, either by

resting, or to get your magic

powers recharged quicker by

exercising.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Wow I could really rest right about

now.

MARSH

No we are going to do some

exercising. Now let’s go some

jumping jacks.

Marsh and 5 Year Old May do some jumping jacks to recharge

their magic.

MARSH

That’s it. Keep it up.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Is this how you recharge your

magic?

MARSH

Of course, but don’t strain

yourself while exercising to

recharge your magic, some of your

magic spell won’t work.

5 year old May then starts to SWEAT and feels tired from all

of the jumping jacks.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

I’m starting to get tired Marsh.

MARSH

I know, but keep on going. Let’s

get into some push ups now.

Marsh and 5 year old May then go down onto the ground to do

some push-ups.

FADE TO
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EXT. SMALL VILLAGE ON STRANGE ISLAND EVENING

Later that evening 5 Year Old May and Marsh walk back into

the village after a long day’s lesson.

MARSH

Did you had fun today?

5 YEAR OLD MAY

I did, but it was very tough and I

go through it.

They walk over towards the large tent in the middle of the

village and go into it.

CUT TO

INT. MARSH’S TENT EVENING

MELLOW MEDIEVAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marsh

opens the door to 5 Year Old May to let her into the tent.

MARSH

You can sleep in my tent tonight.

Marsh’s tent is very big on the inside with lots of

furniture, food and weapons.

5 Year Old May walks into the middle of the tent and walks

onto a round carpet.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Cool tent you got here. Is it big?

MARSH

Yes it is. Some of my friends on

the island helped me built my tent

like this.

5 year old May walks over to the bed and climbs up onto it.

5 YEAR OLD MAY

Are we going to do some more

training tomorrow?

The lights TURN OFF in the tent. 5 year old May looks up to

the ceiling wondering if she and the other people are ever

going to get off of the island.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

(CONTINUED)
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FADE IN

ACT 2

INT. STRANGE ISLAND MONARCON’S LAIR.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. May uses her

WEAPONS CREATION MAGIC to create a SWORD in her hand and

swings it right at Monarcon.

Monarcon uses his LAVA MAGIC to make a LAVA SWORD to APPEAR

in his hand. Monarcon FIRES LAVA out from his lava sword at

May. May QUICKLY CREATES a MAGIC SHIELD to APPEAR in her

hand and to block the incoming lava.

MICHAEL SPINE

Hey May let us have a turn at

kicking Monarcon’s butt.

MAY RIDER

Shut up Nichael I got this.

YUKON STARLIGHT

No you don’t, you need your friends

to help you out.

ANDREA NOOKS

I prefer to have other people to do

stuff for me rather then being in a

fight.

Monarcon FIRES LAVA out from his hands at May and her

friends. May uses her magic to CREATE the Spell Sucker out

in her hands. She uses it to SUCK the lave into it and FIRES

the Lava back at Monarcon. Monarcon gets hit by the lava and

SKIDS across the floor.

MONARCON

Really? You got this?

MAY RIDER

I got this when I first met you.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. JUNGLE CLEARING SMALL ISLAND MORNING SUNRISE (8 YEARS

AGO) FLASHBACK

(CONTINUED)
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WISE MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 8 years

ago May is now 13 years old and she is in the middle of the

jungle clearing doing her weapons magic creation training.

She is waves her hands in the air and makes daggers to

MAGICALLY APPEAR in the air.

She throws the daggers through the air and the daggers are

thrown against the tree, pinning them on the tree.

Marsh walks into the jungle clearing to see if May is there.

He is surprise and has a smile on his face seeing May is

continuing her training.

MARSH

Looks like my young student is

doing great work with her magical

abilities.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Thanks Master. Is it OK if I call

you master?

Marsh smiles with joy

MARSH

Yes you can.

13 year old May smiles.SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Suddenly there are some SCREAMING coming out

from the village. Marsh and 13 year old May look in th

distance.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

What’s going on ?

MARSH

Something’s going in the village.

13 year old May and Marsh run back to the village to see

what’s going on.

CUT TO

EXT. SMALL VILLAGE ON STRANGE ISLAND

13 year old May and Marsh run into the village. They are in

shock to see a MUTANT CRAB CENTIPEDE MONSTER is attacking

the village.

The Mutant Crab Centipede Monster CRUSHES a hut with it’s

giant claws. Some of the people run for their lives to get

away from the monster.

(CONTINUED)
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13 YEAR OLD MAY

That monster is attacking the

village.

MARSH

This must be the work of my

brother.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

You have a brother?

MARSH

Yes...It’s very complicated.

The Mutant Crab Centipede Monster ROARS and FIRES ACID out

of it’s claws. 13 year old uses her WEAPONS CREATION MAGIC

to MAGICALLY MAKE a shield to APPEAR in the air. She catches

it and uses her shield to block the acid.

She MAGICALLY MAKES a sword to APPEAR in her arms. She

TRANSFORMS her shield into a bow, and uses it to shoot the

sword at the Mutant Crab Centipede Monster hitting it in the

head, causing it to fall onto the ground and DISAPPEAR into

DUST.

All of the villagers CHEER for 13 year old Maymay for saving

their lives.

MARSH

It’s not over yet. Look over there.

Suddenly a GIANT ROCK MONKEY MONSTER CRASHES through the

trees and charge towards the village. Marsh throws a punch

onto the ground. The ground SHAKES and a GIANT HAMMER breaks

out of the ground, and falls onto the giant rock monkey

monster, hitting it in the head and causing it to CRACK up

and BREAK into pieces.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Nice move. Now please tell me about

your brother.

MARSH

It’s a complicated story. You sure

you want to tell me about this?

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Of course. Please tell me why is he

doing all of this.

Marsh SIGNS and looks at 13 year old May.

(CONTINUED)
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MARSH

It started back 100 years ago.

FADE TO

EXT. MIGRATION SHIP OPEN OCEAN 100 YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

THRILLING DRAMATIC FLASHBACK CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. On a Migration ship 10 year old Marsh and 10

year old Monacon are huddling each other for warmth with sad

looks on their faces, with other PEOPLE also on the ship.

MARSH (V.O)

We were just 10 years old. Our

parents both died by illness, and

we are on a migration ship from

Orran. We are heading to Fronia to

live a better life.

Suddenly a strange island APPEARS from the FOG. Everyone

look at the strange island thinking that the island is

Fronia.

MARSH (V.O)

Then a strange island appears out

of the fog. We think it was Fronia,

but...It wasn’t.

A STRONG FORCE pulls the ship towards the island. Everyone

on board feels the force of the ship being pulled by the

island.

FADE TO

EXT. STRANGE ISLAND 100 YEARS AGO

All of the people on the migration ship are in the jungle of

the strange island. They look around with worry, wondering

what will happen next.

MARSH (V.O)

We are all worried and wonder who

or what put us on this island.

Suddenly SMOKE comes out of the volcano. Everyone see the

smoke coming out of the volcano. 10 year old Monacon run

towards the volcano. 10 year old Marsh run after him.

MARSH (V.O)

My brother runs to the volcano

thinking that there must be someone

here.

(CONTINUED)
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They both run towards the volcano.

FADE TO

INT. VOLCANO LAIR 100 YEARS AGO

They enter into a volcano lair, where it’s all empty. The

only thing in the lair is a a stone table.

MARSH (V.O)

We enter into a lair of the

volcano, and no 1 is in there. Only

a stone table.

10 year old Monarcon walks over towards the stone table. He

looks at the table and on the table is a red rock.

MARSH (V.O)

My brother comes over to the table

and the only thing on the table was

a red rock.

10 year old Monarcon has a confuse look on his face, and

wonders why there is a red rock on the table. He touches the

red rock. 10 year old Marsh run up to his brother, but it is

too late. 10 year old Monarcon touches the rock and causing

RED RAGING ENERGY to come out of it.

HORRIFYING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 10 year old

Monarcon is scared, and the Red Raging Energy FLOWS into his

body and possesses him.

MARSH (V.O)

But I was too late.

10 year old Monacon FLIES through the air by the possession

of the red raging energy.

MARSH (V.O)

He was possessed by the red raging

energy and his entire personality

changed too.

10 year old Monacon FIRES RED RAGING ENERGY out of his

hands.

RETURN TO SCENE

MARSH

And my brother wasn’t the same

after that. It feels like he’s a

different person now.

(CONTINUED)
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13 year old May feels sorry for what Marsh has gone through.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

I feel so sorry for you Marsh. I

promise I will help you stop

Monacon and free him from this evil

spirit.

Marsh smiles at 13 year old May with pride. They both look

up at the volcano.

CUT TO

INT. STRANGE ISLAND MONARCON’S LAIR.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marsh and 13

year old MayMay BREAK into Monacron’s Lair. In the lair, it

is empty the only things there are some burnt paintings and

a throne.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Anyone home?

Marsh and 13 year old May walk into the lair wondering if

someone is home.

13 year Old May walk up to a burnt painting. She looks

closely at it an squints her eyes.

13 MAYMAY’S P.O.V

On the burnt painting, a red giant overcast the people who

are running away from it.

RETURN TO SCENE

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Hey Marsh, who is this red giant in

the painting?

Suddenly the lair starts to SHAKE, and DEBRIS falls from the

ceiling. Then suddenly LAVA BREAKS out of the floor. Marsh

and 13 year old May are surprise and shocked.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

What’s going on?

MARSH

My brother is here.

Suddenly an EXPLOSION comes out from the wall and SMOKE

comes out from the explosion. Monarcon walks out from the

smoke with an evil smile on his face.

(CONTINUED)
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MARSH

Monarcon.

MONARCON

Hello Marsh. Long time no see.

MARSH

We came here to ask you nicely to

release everyone off of the island.

Monarcon smiles evilly. Monarcon raises his hand and ORANGE

GLOWING ENERGY appears on his hand. The ground underneath

Marsh SHAKES. Marsh looks down at his feet with a shocked

and wondering look on his face.

An ENERGY BLAST comes out from the ground and hits Marsh.

Marsh SCREAMS in pain from the energy blast.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Marsh!!!

The energy blast is over, and Marsh TURNS into a stone

statue. 13 year old May starts to CRY from the horror of

what just happened.

MONARCON

My, my I didn’t knew you have

feelings for him...All well time

for you to join him.

The ground underneath 13 year old May’s feet SHAKES. 13 year

old MayMay leaps out of the way from the energy blast just

in time.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 13 year old May

has an angry serious look on her face. She SNAPS her fingers

and makes the rear claws to APPEAR in her hands. She goes

into her fighting stances to face Marsh.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

This ends here Marsh. If I win you

let me off this island.

MARSH

But if I win, I will only have 1

person off of this island.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Deal

(CONTINUED)
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13 year old May SHOUTS and leaps through the air at Marsh.

She swings her rear claws at Marsh. Marsh FIRES BLAZING

MAGICALLY BEAMS out of his hands at 13 year old May. 13 year

old May dodges the attack and throws a flying jump kick at

Marsh.

Marsh pushes her away from him, and FIRES ENERGY BLASTS down

from the ceiling down towards 13 year old May. 13 year old

May REFLECTS the energy blasts away from her with her rear

claws, and causing the energy blasts to hit each other and

causing them to EXPLODE.

13 year old May leaps through the explosion and throws a

flying jump kick at Marsh hitting him in the chest and then

throws another kick at Marsh hitting him in the head. Marsh

GRUNTS from the hit from the kick.

Marsh LEVITATES LAVA out from the ground and FIRES it at 13

year old May. 13 year old May cartwheels to dodge the

incoming lava. 13 year old May CLAPS the rear claws together

and TRANSFORMS them into a large 3 bladed sword.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

This ends now Marsh.

13 year old May SLAMS the 3 bladed sword down onto the

ground causing a SHOCKWAVE to come out from the ground and

hits Marsh. Marsh GRUNTS as he gets hit by the shock wave

and FLIES through the air.

Marsh hits against the wall and SLIDES off from the wall and

onto the ground. Marsh SMACKS his hands onto the ground and

LAVA FIRES out from the ground.

13 year old May SMACKS her 3 bladed sword onto the ground

and BOUNCES upward into the air to dodge the attack. 13 year

old May TRANSFORMS her 3 bladed sword onto a spear. She

throws the spear at Marsh, pinning him against the wall.

13 year old May throws punches at Marsh hitting in the chest

and face. Marsh kicks 13 year old May away from her and

pulls the spear off of his shirt.

MARSH

Do you know why I want these people

to force to stay on this island?

13 YEAR OLD MAY

No I don’t.

MARSH

And you will never know.

(CONTINUED)
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Marsh FIRES LAVA down from the ceiling towards 13 year old

May. 13 year old MayMay SMACKS her hands onto the ground and

MAKES a SHIELD to APPEAR around her. The lava BOUNCES off

the shield and upward into the air.

13 year old May BREAKS out from the ground right behind

Marsh. She MAKES a MORNING STAR to APPEAR in her hand and

swings it at Marsh. Marsh blocks the morning star with some

lava causing the morning star to MELT.

MARSH

You know as a little girl you

really need to come down sometimes.

Marsh kicks 13 year old May away from him and she SKIDS down

onto the ground.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Never tell a girl to come down.

MARSH

Oh come on, that’s an old rule, you

have to come down. Or I WILL MAKE

YOU!!!

Marsh WRAPS MAGMA around his right arm. He throws a punch at

13 year old May with his magma arm. 13 year old May dodges

the attack and STOMPS onto the ground, causing spear to

BREAK out of the ground and traps Marsh in a fence of

spears.

Marsh WHIPS the magma off of his arm and SPLASH onto the

spears causing them to BURN into ASH. He STOMPS onto the

ground and makes a MAGMA BALL to BREAK out of the ground. He

kicks it at 13 year old May.

13 year old May MAKES a METAL BAT to appear in the air. She

catches it and swings it at the incoming magma ball. She

hits the magma ball and LAUNCHES back at Marsh. Marsh dodges

the attack and throws a punch at 13 year old May.

13 year old May uses her metal bat to block the attack and

swings it down onto Marsh’s foot. Marsh SCREAMS in pain from

the impact of the metal bat. 13 year old May swings her

metal bat hitting Marsh in the head.

MARSH

You are a little tough for a little

girl.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

I’m 13 year old. So back off punk.

(CONTINUED)
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13 year old May TRANSFORMS the metal bat into a bazooka. She

FIRES it at Marsh, but Marsh dodges the attack and FIRES

LAVA at her bazooka hitting it and makes it MELT.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

You monster. I will stop you no

matter what.

Marsh MAKES MAGMA WHIPS to APPEAR out from the ceiling. He

WHIPS them right at 13 year old May. 13 year old May leaps

into the air and dodges each of them. 13 year old May lands

down onto the ground in front of Marsh.

She throws a kick at Marsh with her steel toe boot hitting

him in the leg. Marsh bounces up and down on 1 leg from the

impact of the kick.

MARSH

OK that hurt!!!

13 YEAR OLD MAY

And this is going to hurt even

worse!!!

13 year old May CLAPS her hands down onto the ground and

1000s of swords to BREAK out of the ground and FIRES them at

Marsh.

Marsh FIRES LAVA at the incoming swords causing them all to

MELT.

Marsh STOMPS on the ground and causing the entire floor to

GLOW YELLOW. 13 year old May looks down to the ground and

sees it glowing.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

This isn’t good.

CUT TO

EXT. SMALL VILLAGE ON STRANGE ISLAND

All of the villagers are walking through the village. Some

of the villagers are sweeping dirt off of the ground.

Suddenly an EXPLOSION comes out of nowhere. They all GASP

and look up into the sky.

They all look at the volcano and see SMOKE coming out from

it. Suddenly 13 year old May CRASHES down from the sky and

in the middle of the village.

(CONTINUED)
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13 year old May GRUNTS as she slowly stands up out of the

crater. She steps out of the crater and some of the

villagers surrounds her wondering if she is alright.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the ground

SHAKES and MAGMA APPEARS out of the ground. Marsh appears

out of the magma with a smile on his face.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

You win. Now free 1 of us.

MARSH

In that case...I pick...You.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

Why me?

MARSH

You will keep on fighting me so you

can free everyone else. And that’s

not right for our lord.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

You mean you keep all of these

people on this island because of

some lord?

MARSH

Of course child. Forcing people on

this island is for him. The spirit

of this island wants people on this

island to suffer.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

How will that help him?

MARSH

Keeping people away from

civilization will help the planet.

You see humans are using cars,

planes boats and other things to

pollute the planet. Humanity are

distracted by their own technology,

politics and other things, they

aren’t focus on the real enemy

that’s destroying the

planet...Pollution.

13 YEAR OLD MAY

So you keeping us here just to

teach us a lesson about pollution?

(CONTINUED)
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MARSH

Yes. And now that you are defeated,

I want you off of this island

immediately.

13 year old May has a sad look on her face and leaves the

village.

CUT TO

EXT. SHORES OF FRONIA SUN RISE THE NEXT DAY (FLASHBACK)

13 year old May is a sleep in a wooden boat. The boat WASHES

up on the shores of Fronia. 13 year old May stands up from

the boat and rubs her eye from her long sleep.

13 year old May sees the the large city in front of her, and

CAR NOISES from the distance.

She has a serious look on her face and walks up onto the

shore.

BACK TO PRESENT

Back in the present May has a serious look on her face and

Michael, Yukon, Dodger, Marinette, Lotta , Lolo, Charlie and

Zeke are behind her.

MAY RIDER

Now I want you to get all of these

people off of this island, NOW!!!

MONARCON

NEVER!!!

MICHAEL SPINE

You heard the girl let everyone

GO!!!

MONARCON

Never!!!

MAY RIDER

If only Marsh is still here he will

talk some scents out of you.

LOLO

What happened to him?

MAY RIDER

Monarcon turned him into a stone

statue.

(CONTINUED)
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ZEKE HUGE

Is that him?

Zeke points to a stone statue of Marsh in the distance.

MA RIDER (O.S)

Yes, but he’s a stone statue.

MICHAEL SPINE

Not for long.

Norm-a-ciss-awakening!!!

Michael FIRES a MAGICAL BEAM out from his club at the stone

statue of Marsh TURNING him back to normal. Marsh returns to

his normal self and does a big stretch.

MARSH

(moans)

Oh!!! What happened, and why do I

feel so stiff?

MAY RIDER

(smiles)

Marsh you’re back to normal.

May runs up to Marsh and gives him a big hug.

MARSH

Oh my May, you certainly grown

since I last saw you. Was I turned

into a stone statue?

MAY RIDER

Yes, but don’t worry, we will get

everyone off of this island.

Monacron has been keeping all of

these people on this island for

years because they are polluting

the planet.

MONARCON

Yes, and you will stay here forever

too.

LOTTA BUTTERSTICK

Turn him back to normal already.

MICHAEL SPINE

I’m all over it. Norm-A-ciss

awakening!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Michael FIRES a MAGICAL BEAM out from his club and hits

Monarcon, causing the red spirit ZOYOP evil, cruel, selfish,

demanding, controlling, has black eyes, and a red ghostly

body to exit out from his body. THRILLING EVIL CLASSICAL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Monarcon s confused and scared.

MONARCON

What happened? Where am I? Oh

no...I remember everything.

MARINETTE OHM

What is it?

MONARCON

I remembered why the red spirit

possessed me.

ZOYOP(O.S)

To have a host to live in.

They all turn around and see the Zoyop is behind them.

Monarcon, Marsh, Michael,May, Yukon, and Dodger have serious

looks on their faces, while Marinette, Zeke are Lotta are

worried, Charlie has an exited look on his face and Lolo has

a bored look on his face.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Finally face to face against the

red spirit Zoyop who is keeping

everyone on this island forever.

Now Nichael and his friends have to

fight their way off of this island

to free themselves and the others.


